
 What can you record?
 
The Atlas of Life is an atlas of 
biodiversity, so everything 
from ants to kangaroos, 
orchids to onchidellas, we want 
you to record our region.

A recent fine sighting - Spotted 
Harrier at Bibbenluke (P. Horne)

Guidelines to help Register, Log a 
Sighting and View Records
can be found in “HELP” on our 
website www.alcw.org.au

2 YEARS OLD - 
ACHIEVEMENTS

SO FAR?
The Atlas of Life in the 

Coastal Wilderness (Atlas 

of Life) is a long term 

biodiversity monitoring 

project in SE Australia. 

The project was launched 

during National Science 

Week in 2011.  Three 

months later we launched 

our website and invited 

everyone to start logging 

sightings. 

Since then we have organised 

many activities - training 
sessions, information evenings, 

the Bermagui Bioblitz and our 

Celebration of the History of 

Science in our Region Forum. 

We have learned how to build 
survey forms, add new taxa to 

our species lists and have set up 
a moderation/validation system

To d a y w e h a v e 1 2 7 

c o n t r i b u t o r s , 3 , 1 4 9 

sightings recorded and 

1,302 species listed. We 

have built our species 

lists to over 6,000 and 

growing fast. 

 We are very fortunate to have 
the contribution of a host of 

experts, local and distant, 

naturalists and volunteers with 

many talents who are helping 

us to build an important 
database of our regional 

biodiversity, past, present and 

future. 

N o t b a d f o r a s m a l l 

community group starting 
with no resources other 

than the enthusiasm of our 

community. 
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A few birthday thoughts...
We started the Atlas of Life project 

with a belief that we are all scientists 
at heart and most  of us want to learn 
more about the place where we live. 

Today everyone can record what they 
see with cameras and smartphones, GPS 
will give precise locations and 
computers allow sharing of information. 
We are in a new world of amazing 
possibilities for citizens who love 
science. Technology makes this project 
possible and people are moving it 
forward.

Two years on we can now 
demonstrate that with the right tools 
and direction, we can all add useful and 
often beautiful data to the national 
database and have great fun working 
together while we do it.

We have learned much about the 
powerful tool that is the Atlas of 
Living Australia database and grappling 
with it has led us to deep thinking 
about how we set up surveys, what is 
it that is important to record and how 
we should moderate our records. 

We now have lots of good people 
involved in the project, scientists 
naturalists, IT professionals and

community members. We have had 
fun in nature and frustration in front of 
our computers and a growing sense of 
working successfully on something 
really meaninful.

Our biggest achievents are our people, 
our partnerships and at last our 
moderation system.

We are only at the beginning of this 
project, but already we can be proud of 
how far we have come and how much 
we have learned together.

Heartfelt thanks to everyone who has 
worked with us and we look forward to 
the next stage of 
the journey. It 
looks set to be 
just as exciting.......

Libby Hepburn 
(Steering Group Chair,

 Project Manager)
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Atlas of Life

Names, abbreviations and links:

Atlas of Life in the Coastal Wilderness - Atlas of Life or 
ALCW - our regional organisation, project and database

Atlas of Living Australia - the National Biodiversity Database - 
ALA

the Atlas of Life project is built around  the ALA database



Steering Committee:

Chair - Libby Hepburn

Public Officer - Mandi Stevenson

Treasurer - Patricia Daly

Sectretary - Graham Greenwood

Committee -  Kevin Stevens

	 	 Robyn Kesby

	 	 Ann Montague

	 	 Andrew Morrison

	 	 Geoff  Brookes

	 	 Brad Barker
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We wish to acknowledge the financial support that has been given 
by these organisations  who have helped make our project 
possible:

Volunteers and Contributors
 The Atlas of Life’s second birthday and first 
newsletter is a great chance to thank some of those 
people who have helped to create the Atlas of Life 
project.
In the early days the ALA team helped us to find 
our way around their system and gave us training 
both in Canberra and Merimbula when Bryan 
Kalms led the first open training for allcomers.
  Glenda Woods spent many hours adding her 
sightings of orchids and helping to extend that 
species list; Lyn and Alan Scrymgeour started our 
Marine species lists and Nick Yee the seaweed list.
     40 volunteers helped make the Bioblitz such a 
success and a special mention must go to the 
Bermagui Fishermen’s Co-op who provided their 
facilities, our local IntoIT team and the ALA’s team 
with Robyn Lawrence who worked tirelessly to add 
all the sightings. We were fed watered and guarded 
by Sam and Loz Bright and friends and a great 
cook-off  was held between the organic and sausage 
sizzle cooks - honours even we think! But the 
foundation of  this event were themany scientists and 
naturalists who gave their time and expertise so 
gladly and we can’t thank them enough. 
   A special thanks must go to Liz Allen who has 
worked tirelessly to learn the database system and to

 help add new species and many lovely photographs 
and Posts to the website.
    Anne Montague and Angelika Erpic have done the 
hard yards of  grant application writing allowing the 
work of  developing the surveys to continue. 
    All our difficulties with the database have been 
patiently worked through by Owen Butler and  Peter 
Brenton at the ALA. Without their help we would still 
be working in the dark. Now we have our own local 
database adviser and trainer Patricia Daly and her 
work has resulted in a moderation system as well as 
guidance workesheets, training and Youtube 
instruction available for everyone.
    We can now confidently encourage many more 
people to add sightings and enlarge our records. 
    Sarah James has helped consistently with all 
website development and Brad Barker has been a 
stalwart contributor to publicity and website content. 
    Auswide Projects as a whole and Kevin Stevens and 
Geoff  Brookes in particular have aided and supported 
the establishment of  the Atlas of  Life while Robyn 
Whitby has been a constant willing helper making the 
Project Manager’s work much easier.
    We thank everyone who is working with us and 
look forward to a long association and much fun and 
learning in the future.
                          Steering Committee, Atlas of Life
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“My Place” - our latest project 

Many people have told us they would like to build a 
journal of  recorded sightings for where they live, or 
their favourite walk, or somewhere special they visit 
regularly. Several people have journals going back 
many years that they would like to record formally. For 
these reasons we have set up the “My Place” survey.  
You can create one or more of  your own “Locations” 
which you can use to log sightings and to track and 
view these records over the long term.

You can define a Location as a point, a line or a polygon. If 

you and a group of  other people are interested in setting up a 

project to record sightings in a particular location, you can 

contact an Atlas of  Life administrator to arrange using a 

shared Location. If  you have a well defined project which will 

interest lots of  people, we can discuss setting up a survey form 

just for your project.

Atlas projects - 
your projects
The Atlas of  Life can now 
help different interest groups 
to set up their own survey 
forms to add data to the 
Atlas of  Life and then to the 
national database - the Atlas 
of  Living Australia.

If  your group loves ants, plants 

or possums, we can help you make 

records of  what you see, which are 

added to the Atlas of  Life database. 

Survey forms have already been 

made for the Sapphire Coast Marine 

Society - for beach surveys and 

snorkels, we have just set up the 

yellow Bellied Glider survey for 

Bournda Environmental Education 

Centre (BEEC) and the Flying Fox 

survey for Bega Valley Shire Council.

If  you have historic records 

which you would like to digitise, we 

can help you do this and then your 

records can be added to the Atlas of  

Life database too.

 Whatever your survey interest or 

need, contact us to discuss and we 

will help if  we can.
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Projects with our partners:
• Panboola - we have added historic bird and 

biodiversity data to the Atlas of Life database and we 
are planning our next Biobliz at Panboola, to follow up 
on previous studies and extend the information about 
what lives there 

• Sapphire Coast Marine Society - Marine Society 
members continue to be instrumental in developing the 
Marine Species Lists and have developed their own 
surveys for snorkelling and beach/rock platform 
searches. With ANU and local abalone divers there are 
combined long term marine ecology surveys being 
established and with UTS, rockpool research where 
data will be added into our database. Mollusc and 
tropical fish survey data are also being added.

• Bournda Environmental Education Centre
(BEEC) - has worked with the Atlas of Life since its 

inception and our 
common interests 
have now led BEEC 
to upload all its 
botanic data and to 
plan future projects 
which will add to 
the Atlas of Life 
database. The latest 
project with Taronga 
Zoo, surveying the 

region for Yellow Bellied Gliders has its own survey 
form on the Atlas of Life to which you can add your 
records. 

We have plans for a range of  future project with our 
partners taking advantage of the power of the Atlas 
as a tool to deliver their objectives.
The Atlas of Life is an organisation built on 
collaboration and its future growth will 
come from organisations and individuals 
learning how to use it for their own ends. 
 We welcome discussions about projects and 
surveys from all organisations, schools and 
individuals.

•from its inception
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Yellow Bellied Gliders    photo David Gallan

The Atlas of  Living Australia 
(ALA) is the foundation and 
heart of  our project. By having 
access to the National Biodiversity 
Database as a tool, we have access to a 
system of  awesome power and 
sophisitication. 
	 As yet we only understand a tiny 
amonut of  what it can do, but  by 
adding our data, we are not only 
adding to the national record, but we 
can see and analyse what we have 
recorded in many different and 
complex ways. This also means that 
many scientists will be able to use our 
data to tell us things about our region 
and how it is changing. 
	 The more validated records we 
can add, the more valuable our 
database becomes, as well as being 
more interesting to look at and study.
	 Although ours is a small 
regional project we benefit in many 
ways from our association with the 
national database as it is developed. 
	 We hope also that our work will 
benefit other community projects as 
we work through the challenges that 
will be common to many.
	 Many thanks from the Atlas of  
Life to all those at the ALA who have 
worked with us in partnership to grow 
our project into something of  which 
we can all be proud.

Atlas of Life



How the Bournda 

Herbarium started 
Dane Wimbush

 “In the early 90s and after my retirement as a 
botanist  from CSIRO, I decided to make a 
collection of  flowering plants found in Bournda 
State Recreation Area (now Bournda N.P.) I 
was greatly encouraged by Jack Miller.   
Having identified and pressed the specimens, 
mounting them on A4 paper stuck to double-
sided corrugated cardboard, I then enclosed each 
one in a ziplock bag to preserve them in the 
damp atmosphere.”  

Flannel flowers
pressed and fresh

Rough- barked apple, dried specimen showing seed 
heads and photograph when in flower

These Pressings made by Dane have 
been augmented by the seasonal 
photographs of  Steve Burrows and now 
form the basis of  the Bournda 
Herbarium. Recently the records, 
scanned images of  the herbarium 
specimens, together in many cases with 
photographs of  live flowers have been 
entered into the Atlas of  Life database.

Atlas of Life



The Bournda Herbarium 
records and the Atlas of  Life

Steve Burrows who has been working to build 
the Bournda EEC Herbarium says, 

 “My main project with plants at the moment is 
collecting data in relation to when a species 
begins to flower each year, by the end of  this 
year I should have 50+ species with 3 years of  
data and quite a few more species with 2 years 
of  data.
I record which week I first see them in flower. 

Some plants 
have flowered 
at the same 
time or within 
a week while 
others have 
varied between 
2-6 weeks. 
	 The 
only downside 
of  this type of  

data collection is that I need to wait a year to 
collect my next piece of  information and it will 

take a quite a 
few years to 
collect enough 
data to 
identify any 
patterns. 
	 I am 
also gradually 

taking a series 
of  
photographs 
of  plants that 
show the 
leaves and 
flowers from 
different 
angles . 
	 Over 
the last year, I 
have also been 
taking photographs of  a number of  species on a 
weekly basis but I doubt whether I will continue 
to do this as I have over 3000 photographs for 
this year but it has provided a record of  what 
stage of  development a number of  species were 
at for each week over the last year. 	
These are a selection of  photographs for a small 
section of  an Acacia suaveleons.”

Steve Burrows
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The Technology behind the Atlas of 
Life so far...where did it all begin?

 This story began about six years ago when Libby was 
leading the project to create the Sapphire Coast 
Marine Discovery Centre. Talking to scientists interested 
in this area and reading about climate change, it 
became clear that we live in a region of high 
biodiversity where many changes are happening.
 There are so many amazing creatures in our place, that 
it seemed important to record what is here now and 
how changes happen over time.

Libby’s quest became as search to find a database that 
could be used by everyone in the community to build 
up a detailed record of what lives here now and over 
time. She became convinced that at this time, using 
modern technology of cameras, phones and GPS, 
everyone could record verifiable sightings to help build 
this picture. She believed that the community could be 
involved in important and valuable scientific endeavour. 
Besides creating records, Libby, like many people who 
live here, wants to learn more about the world that 
surrounds us.

Libby’s obsession was indeed a little strange, as she was 
not comfortable with computers, knew nothing about 
databases and had never managed a website. Yet this 
quest had her searching the web and talking to 
scientists to try and find the tools that could make this 
vision a reality.  The advice she received was varied in 
the extreme - a university suggested a spreadsheet was 
good enough, a Botanic Gardens suggested KeEmu was 
what was needed( at a cost of $24K and needing a 
technician to manage it!), she studied MySqal, Specify6 
from the US and Marine Recorder and DASSH/NBN 
from the UK. They were all frighteningly complex for a 
community project to manage and it wasn’t until two 
years ago that a light appeared at the end of the 
tunnel. That light was the Atlas of Living Australia(ALA), 
and after first contact was made, it became clear that 
here was the best opportunity available to create the 
tools needed to start the project.

The ALA team said that if a website was created, they 
would add all the power of their database behind it, so 
that local species lists, and surveys could be created 
and so that people could see the records they were 
creating and analyse them in different ways. What a 
revelation! what a breakthrough! Libby was excited.

Two years ago at the National Science Week, the Atlas 
of Life in the Coastal Wilderness was launched, with 
start up funds from Inspiring Australia and Science 
Ignite, and the efforts of an enthusiastic Steering 
Group. Members were inspired by Donald Hobern the 
Director of the ALA who demonstrated some of the 
power and subtleties of the database and some of the 
6million records already held in it.

As noted earlier in this newsletter, within three months 
the  Atlas of Life in the Coastal Wilderness website was 
launched and interested people were given training by 
the ALA team in how to register and log sightings. 
There was much to learn but the possibilities were so 
exciting we met the challenges and began to add 
species and sightings.

Since those early days about eighteen months ago we 
have worked hard and not without difficulty to master 
the complexities of the website and the database 
management and have encouraged the community to 
take part in this adventure. We have had invaluable help 

from our local IT Professionals(the IntoIT group) and 
particularly Sarah James who has been a source of 
great strength and constant support as we work on the 
website, and Patricia Daly who has become our 
database advisor and developer - to wonderful effect. 

During National Science Week 2013 and with further 
support from Inspiring Australia and NSW Trade and 
Investment, we are able to offer training modules for 
everyone from novices to moderators and have links to 
training videos on our website, so people can be 
supported at their own pace at home.

With Patricia’s help we are also mastering the 
development of our species pages, bulk data uploads, 
building survey forms and adding photos. Yet another 
big leap forward has been taken by the Atlas of Life 
team and the Atlas of Life project is now well 
established and growing well.
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Fabulous Fungi
Teresa Van der Heul first met us when she 

took part in the 

Bermagui Bioblitz 

last year.

 Since then she has 

been adding 

sightings of  fungi 

she has seen. 

Here are a few 

great photographs 

of  some of  

her finds.

 Since then 

Teresa led a 

Fugi Foray at 

Bodalla in April 

and also  a 

Fungi hunt at 

Bourda  for 

National 

Science Week. 

	

Teresa is 

contributing 

her expertise 

as one ofthe 

Atlas of  

Life’s 

moderators 

and is 

helping to 

ensure that all 

records are 

validated 

before they 

are harvested 

to the Atlas of 

Living 

Australia 

national 

database. 

Teresa also 

contributes to 

Fungimap, another 

specialist database.

 To see all fungi 

records in the Atlas of  

Life, go to our website: 

www.alcw.org.au  and 

click on “Sightings” , 

“All records” then 

“Fungi” 

When the records 

appear, look at each 

one in detail by clicking the blue date.

Add your own sightings and photos of  fungi 

and identify them with the list Teresa helped 

create

Atlas of Life

Ceratiomyxa fructiculosa

Anthracophyllum archeri

Microglossum viride

Comatricha typhoides

Dictyophora indusiata

Mycena clarkeana
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Celebration 
of  Science 
Forum 2012
  One of  the Atlas of  
Life’s aims is to gather 
information from the 
past about our region 
and the science that 
has happened here.
  Our first Forum in 
December last year 
was both a celebration 
and an enquiry into 

some of  the history of  science in our region.              
We were very fortunate to have twelve  
eminent scientists who shared some of  their 
work and experiences here with the 94 
delegates who attended. It was a fascinating 
and very informative two days. For details of  
the speakers and their work, click on the 
“Forum” and “Links” buttons on our website 
www.alcw.org.au .
   Since the forum several of  the presenters 
have offered to work with the Atlas of  Life to 
set up surveys either to repeat some of  the 

work they 
undertook in the 
past, or to establish 
new surveys to give 
new information in 
the future. 	For 
instance, Dr Pat 
Hutchings and the 
SC Marine Society 
will set up a 
permanent transect 
near Merimbula 
Bridge where there 
will be regular 
surveys for 

invertebrates, especially 
seaworms, as good indicators of  change in 
estuarine environments. 
  Dr Peter Fullagar and the Atlas of  Life 
hope to survey Gabo Island to repeat 
surveys undertaken in the 1980’s and ‘90‘sto 
compare nesting seabirds with those on 
Montagu Island.
  The Atlas of  Life is also looking for 
volunteers to help catalogue 16 filing 
cabinets of  forest ecology research from the 
1970’s to 1990’s so that the Australian 
Museum, which sees this material as 
extremely valuable, can scan the papers for  
digitisation, safe keeping and future research 
use. If  you are interested in helping us with 
this project, please contact Libby.
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DR Peter Fullagar at Montagu Island, photo - Laurelle Pacey 

Attaching a transmitter collar to a Dingo at Nadgee NR 1974, 
photo P Catling,

16 filing cabinets full of historical Forest ecology research

Atlas of LifeAtlas of Life
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How can I help to register and log 
sightings?
We have just produced a range of  guidance notes and 

videos to help you register so you can start logging 

sightings into the Atlas of  Life database, to help you 

view your and 

everyone else’s 

records and how 

to join in the new 

“My Place” 

survey 

To access these just go to 
the website 
www.alcw.org.au and 
click on the HELP 
button. This will show 
you a list of  guidance notes(see list below) 
which you can either view online or print . The Youtube videos will also 
help you to use the Atlas of  Life database - you can open the videos on your 
desktop to refer to while you are working in the Atlas of  Life site.

These training materials are held at your local library and your librarians 
will help you if  you use the library computers.

Where possible you should record sightings with photographs as valid 
scientific evidence. When you add photos they should not be more than 
1MB each and not enhanced

We will always be happy to help you with any difficulties you have. Please 
phone Libby on 6495 0917 or Liz Allen (Tel: 0481 383 735) in the first 
instance or email: libby.alanhepburn@bigpond.com
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  FREE Atlas of  Life

Measuring Sticks

To make your observations and records 
more scientifically valuable, put a 
measuring stick next to your specimen 
before you photograph it.

We have a good supply of 
waterproof measuring sticks left over 
from the Bermagui Bioblitz and our 
shoreline surveys, so if you would like 
some, just contact Libby: 6495 0917 

If you are adding sightings to the 
Atlas of Life database, a scale like this 
makes your record much more useful to 
scientists.

Eastern spinebill  photo Liz Allen

Guidance notes:

1. How to Register
2. How to Log a Sighting
3. How to Fill out a Form
4. How to View Sightings and Records
6. “My Place” Instructions 

 Find them all under HELP on the website

Atlas of Life
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    See the Bermagui Bioblitz                                    
Gallery on   www.alcw.org.au 
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Bermagui BioBlitz 2012 the Atlas of 
Life first Big Event - a Tekkie’s view

The very successful and very tiring Bermagui BioBlitz was 
held over the weekend of the 30 and 30st of March 2012. 
Four staffers from CSIRO’s Atlas of Living Australia, 
Canberra, made it down for this event. The 300 
community “blitzers” were joined by volunteer scientists 
and naturalists from near and far, and a ‘geek’ of local IT 
professionals.

The ALA Director and Communications Manager set 
about meeting and greeting the BioBlitz participants, 
helping to cook the barbie and joining in on some of the 
many different surveys on offer over the weekend. ALA’s 
internationally award winning photographer, Martin 
Ollman, went about his business, capturing images and 

videos of the weekend. Some of his photographs were 
later shown in the ALCW BioBlitz Exhibitions.

So what role did I personally play? Well I joined the team 
of local IT experts drawn from the local PC user group. 
We holed up in the management room of the Bermagui 
Fisherman’s Co-op and madly databased away for two 
days! The ALA had set the ALCW up with a Citizen 
Science survey data collecting portal, known as a BDRS 
(Biological Data Recording System), and it was our job to 
populate it.

Libby ensured the IT troops were ‘fed’ and ‘watered’ and 
kept popping in to provide us with moral support. The 
welcoming dinner at the Sundeck Cafe kicked the 
weekend off to a merry start(or was that just me?). But of 
course, nothing ever goes as plan ... the paper survey 

forms given to the survey participants had changed and no 
longer matched the BDRS online version we had geared 
up for. Also we discovered inefficiencies in entering the 
same point and time location information over and over 
again for multiple species found at a site. So a couple of 
frantic phone calls to Canberra had Peter Brenton and 
Owen Butler from the ALA performing minor miracles on 
a Saturday –  well before lunchtime –  altering the survey 
fields and creating a brand-new survey form ... much to my 
relief.

I was given the moniker of ‘Queen of Taxonomy’. Although 
the BDRS had been pre-loaded with checklists of species 
expected to be found on the weekend, it was incomplete. 
Any new species not on the list, had to be entered before 
it could be used as a species found on the survey form, 
otherwise it was recorded as ‘Not Listed’. Also if an 
organism could not be identified to species level, a Genus 
sp. level entry was required. This kept me busy throughout 
the duration of the BioBlitz and for a couple of weeks 
after, adding new species to the lists, and moderating 
incomplete survey records to change the species from 
‘Not Listed’ to their identified species.

Some statistics to ‘excite’ you. 1607 taxonomic survey 
records were entered by the team for the BioBlitz, but not 
all to species level, it depended on identification skills of 
the participant or what help could be gleaned from our 
advising scientists. Images helped in the identification 
process, of course. This equated to 859 different types of 
taxa. These records 
now form part of the 
overall Atlas of Living 
Australia online 
cache of biodiversity 
information 
( www.ala.org.au ).

And I managed my 
own survey record 
late on Saturday 
night. A rather frisky 
Peron’s Tree Frog 
decided the front of 
my T-shirt was a great place to leap following my too close 
inspection and photograph.

A great weekend filled with science and IT.                
Robyn Lawrence,                                                        
former Communications Officer at the Atlas of Living Australia.
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Peron’s Tree Frog ,   Aust. Museum

Atlas of Life
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Bioblitz Specials
Amongst many interesting findings here are a 
couple of  favourites. Many of  us were 

fascinated by a 19cm long by 1.7cm wide, 
almost transparent dead fish found by one 
of  the school students  
Jai MCcabe from Tathra - on Friday 30th 
March. Its semi-transparent backbone can 
just be seen.
 The first tentative identification was that 
it might be an Oarfish - which can grow 
up to 8m in length. However Andrew 
Green one of  the Nature Coast Marine 
Group members undertook a bit of  
sleuthing and sent the following comments, 
“ I sent my pics to Mark Mcgrouther who is head of  

Fish atthe Australian Museum. He kindly forwarded 
them on to his colleague and eel expert Mike in Tokyo. 
turns out it is not an oarfish but an eel - leptocephalus, 
as I wondered initially;although not our common 
freshwater eel, but a conger (hence the large size of  the 
leptocephalus) See this:  http://
www.australianmuseum.net.au/blogpost/Fish-Bits/
Large-Muraenid-Leptocephali to see some of  Mike’s 
work”.

Have a look at these videos, they are superb 
and show exactly how this tiny fish moves and 
hunts.

Also at the Bioblitz, Dr Stephen Skinner  
found a sample of  phytoplankton he couldn’t 
identify. Luckily he did have a microscope 
camera, so he later sent images to us. 
After a series of  requests, from Nick Yee, 
through Anna Syme (RBG Vic.), Mark Warne 

(Earth Sciences Deakin Uni) sent us the 
following reply:

“Your pictures prodded a memory, and I dug out some 
slides on fossil ostracod shells that I extracted from 
2,000 year old coastal lagoon (fresh – brackish water) 
sediments in the Warrnambool area of  Victoria.  
These slides have a few specimens that are probably of 
the same species as in your photographs.  As far as I 
can tell these specimens are of  a yet undescribed species 
of  ostracod.   My fossil shell material is without soft 
parts (appendages etc), so I would like to see some of  
your specimens with soft parts.” 

These interested and helpful scientists are all 
PhD’s and specialists, so it is very pleasing and 
valuable that they spent time helping to 
identify this tiny creature, and fascinating to 
know it has such a venerable history! 

1 3  A u g u s t  2 0 1 3
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Aims of  the Atlas of  Life in the 
Coastal Wilderness:
•To foster understanding and stewardship 

of the world we live in by encouraging 
community involvement in real scientific 
endeavour 

• To encourage lifelong learning in and 
about nature for all ages and abilities, including 
the general public, our indigenous community, the 
young and the very young, disadvantaged and 
disabled

• To use developing technology and develop multiple 
tools, training and activities to build capacity 
within our community to undertake and 
understand the results of scientific 
research

• Through engagement and understanding, 
encourage a greater sense of 
appreciation and stewardship of our local 
environment

• To undertake a range of surveys over 
time and in multiple locations including but 
not limited to: observing biodiversity, identifying 
invasive species and noting the impact of 
environmental change on habitat and species 

• Over the long-term, to create a rich and 
broad database of validated biodiversity 
data which will be a valuable resource for 
scientists, naturalists, educators and community into 
the future

•  To work with the scientific community in 
achieving the objects of the association and 
encourage scientists and naturalists to 
share their knowledge with the community

•To liaise with government and non-government 
agencies and organisations, build co-operative 
arrangements and work with others to 
achieve the objects of the association. To 
be politically neutral
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Atlas of  Life contributors

	 The Atlas of  life is a collaboration 

of  individuals and organisations with 

shared visions and objectives.

 It has a strong Steering Group 

comprising people from our partner 

organisations and supporters, including 

CMA, Landcare NSW, National Parks 
and  Wildlife Service NSW, Auswide 

Projects, Sapphire Coast Marine 

Society, Bournda Environmental 

Education Centre, Bega Valley Shire 

Council and Panboola as well as our 
many talented individual members. 

With their help we have become an 

incorporated body and can now offer 

membership to everyone who is 

helping to build the Atlas of  Life’s 
regional database. 

	 This is a community run 

organisation with very few resources, 

but the energy of  our shared vision 

and the contribution and support of  
friends has enabled us to achieve much 

and have lots of  fun as we create the 

Atlas of  Life in the Coastal Wilderness.

Recently the Atlas of Life and its partner 
organistions were nominated as a Regional 
Science Hub by Inspiring Australia. The 
purpose of these Hubs is to strategically 
promote science engagement in the 
community. There will be a meeting for all 
interested organisations on September 18th, 
10:30am at Auswide Merimbula.



Atlas of  Life in the Coastal Wilderness - Membership

As the Atlas of Life has just become incorporated it has been decided by the Steering 

Group to make everyone who has logged sightings a member for the first year. It will 
then be up to the membership to decide whether we should have membership fees and a 

whole range of other things including electing the Committee. This is a community 

organisation and will be given direction by the people who build it.   AGM will be held 

on Saturday 12th October at 2:30pm, Auswide Merimbula. Check the website for 

meeting dates, times and contacts.

In the meantime please call Libby Hepburn Committee Chair and Project Manager to discuss any aspect 

of  the ALCW  Tel: 0264 950917 email: libby.alanhepburn@bigpond.com

CREATURE FEATURES
Have you found something you can’t identify? send a 
picture and we will help you find out what it is. 
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A Yellow Bellied Sea Snake found on Shelly Beach Bermagui and identified by Michael 
McMaster(President Sapphire Coast Marine Society) who said that another had been washed ashore 
at Thathra recently and that these are tropical sea snakes who have come south on the Eastern 
Australian current and probably died as the water became too cold for them this far south.

Left   Yellow Bellied sea snake         Photo - Atlas of Living Australia

Below Yellow Bellied sea asnake    photo Jim Shields
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